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When people judge the veracity of statements, nonprobative photos increase “true” responses relative to when
statements appear alone–“truthiness.” Two experiments tested whether photos influence truth judgments about
people’s personality traits as a function of the amount of knowledge possessed about the target person. In Experiment
1, participants indicated whether traits described an unknown person presented with varying amounts of descriptive
information. Photos inflated truth judgments only with minimal information provided. In Experiment 2, photos
inflated truth judgments for an unknown person but not for a best friend or one’s self. When judging veracity, photos
help prime related thoughts and images, increasing processing fluency, a metacognitive cue to truth. Consistent
with findings that fluency effects result from the discrepancy between expected and actual fluency, it appears that it
is the amount of information primed by the photo relative  to  that  primed  by  other  sources  that affects how photos
influence truthiness.

General  Audience  Summary
In light of the fact that every day, people are inundated with a wealth of photos from many different sources
(e.g., advertisements, newspapers, social media, etc.), it is important to understand the effect these photos have
on our understanding of and response to information. According to previous research, when information is
presented alongside a photo, people are more likely to think that information is true, even when the photo
doesn’t provide any information about the truth of a statement (e.g., Newman, Garry, Bernstein, Kantner, &
Lindsay, 2012). We tested whether photos can similarly affect people’s judgments about personality traits,
and if it matters whether the person being judged is well-known (i.e., the self or a best friend) or not at all
known (i.e., a stranger). We found that people were more likely to say that personality traits were descriptive
of a stranger when the personality trait appeared alongside a trait-descriptive photo than when the personality
trait appeared by itself. However, photos did not affect judgments about well-known people (the self or a
best friend), and when we gave people background information about a stranger, photos no longer affected
personality judgments about them, either. These results may indicate that photos can  affect our judgments
about people, but only if we don’t have much information about them.
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“A picture is worth a thousand words.” This adage con-
veys the significance that people assign to photos. Photos
convey a wealth of information that can enhance the concep-
tual understanding of a statement. Alternatively, photos can
be “nonprobative,” that is, conceptually related to a statement
but providing no evidence to support its veracity. Researchers
have reported that when making rapid truth judgments about
statements, nonprobative photos accompanying the statements
(e.g., “turtles are deaf”) can increase the likelihood that partic-
ipants will respond “true” to those statements regardless of the
actual veracity of the semantic information. These rapid intuitive
feelings of truth are referred to as “truthiness,” a term coined
by Stephen Colbert (Fenn, Newman, Pezdek, & Garry, 2013;
Newman et al., 2012).

In the absence of evidence, how do people make rapid judg-
ments about whether information is true or false? One answer is
that people rely on metacognitive cues such as the ease with
which information is processed–processing fluency–to deter-
mine whether a statement is true (Alter & Oppenheimer, 2009).
Statements that are easier to process perceptually (e.g., presented
in an easier-to-read font compared to a difficult-to-read font), or
conceptually (e.g., semantically primed) are more likely to be (a)
evaluated as true (Reber & Schwarz, 1999) or (b) falsely remem-
bered (Whittlesea, 1993). Nonprobative photos may function
similarly, increasing the processing fluency of statements by
serving as a memory cue that boosts the ease of retrieving related
information.

It appears from previous research that nonprobative photos
are more likely to affect truth judgments for unfamiliar than
familiar stimuli. For example, dead or alive truth judgments are
inflated for unfamiliar celebrities (e.g., “John Key is dead/alive”)
but not familiar celebrities (e.g., “Stephen King is dead/alive”),
and truth judgments are inflated for difficult trivia statements
(e.g., “Turtles are deaf”) but not easy statements (e.g., “The
player who guards the net in soccer is called the goalie”;
Newman et al., 2012). However, because these studies involve
making truth judgments about objective factual statements, pre-
sumably based on some real knowledge, it is not surprising
that more knowledge about the target stimuli affects the influ-
ence of the photo. For example, any related information about
a turtle that already exists in memory (e.g., turtles can swim)
may be primed by a photo of a turtle, and subsequently may
make the statement, “turtles are deaf,” easier to process, mak-
ing it feel more familiar. Because previous truthiness studies
have used stimuli for which an unspecified amount of related
(yet nonprobative) knowledge likely existed in memory, the
true role of the amount of background knowledge on truthi-
ness remains unclear. In our study participants made judgments
about targets for which no related knowledge existed in mem-
ory.

Why might background knowledge moderate the effect of
photos on truth judgments? We predict that if a great deal of
background knowledge about a statement is available, that state-
ment will be processed with a high level of fluency even when
no photo is present (see Whittlesea & Williams, 1998, 2000).
Thus, the relative amount of information primed by an accompa-
nying nonprobative photo will be small, causing any additional

processing fluency to be minimal or discounted. This hypoth-
esis is consistent with the fluency-conditional model proposed
by Fazio, Brashier, Payne, and Marsh (2015). According to this
model, in evaluating the veracity of a statement people (1) auto-
matically assess the processing fluency of the statement and
then (2) if processing fluency is high and there is no obvious
reason to discount the high fluency, they rely on that processing
fluency to decide veracity, or (3) if processing fluency is low,
they then search memory for information to decide veracity.
According to this model, when people have a reason to dis-
count processing fluency or if processing fluency is low, they
should rely on existing background knowledge to decide verac-
ity.

Indeed, according to the discrepancy-attribution hypothe-
sis (Whittlesea & Williams, 1998), processing fluency alone
does not affect judgments; rather, it is the discrepancy between
expected and actual processing fluency that is important (see also
Whittlesea & Williams, 2000). In other words, people must be
“surprised” by the fluency with which a stimulus is processed to
experience feelings of familiarity, an explanation that supports
Newman et al.’s (2015) finding that photos inflate truthiness
only when manipulated within, rather than between subjects.
In addition, when a great deal of background knowledge exists
about a to-be-judged statement, that statement is predicted to
be processed fluently even when no photo is present. Thus,
the contribution to boosted fluency by a nonprobative photo
should be relatively lower when more rather than less back-
ground knowledge exists about a statement. In other words,
when there is more information present in memory, then the dis-
crepancy between actual and expected fluency should be smaller.
Similarly, using a related paradigm involving the illusory truth
effect, Srull (1983) reported that self-rated car experts showed
a smaller truth bias to endorse repeated statements about cars
than non-experts. A similar effect was reported by Parks and
Toth (2006) in a task that required rating known and unknown
companies.

Research on memory suggestibility also suggests that
background knowledge may affect the impact of fluency
manipulations–a relevant finding considering that a nonproba-
tive photo may function as a source of suggestibility. Generally,
smaller effects of suggestibility have been reported on mem-
ory for better-known stimuli. Relevant findings include (a) more
suggestibility for information viewed only once (i.e., a weaker
memory trace) than repeatedly (i.e., a stronger memory trace;
Pezdek & Roe, 1995), and (b) more suggestibility after a longer
(1 month) than shorter (10 min) delay (Underwood & Pezdek,
1998). Taken together, these findings suggest that increased
knowledge for and familiarity with stimuli can reduce the impact
of suggestive influences (e.g., a nonprobative photo) when eval-
uating the truth of related stimuli.

Our study explores whether nonprobative photos inflate sub-
jective truth judgments about personality traits of people who
vary in how well they are known, from unknown people to peo-
ple who are relatively better-known or even very well-known.
The proposed mechanism for the effect of photos on truth judg-
ments is that when judging the veracity of a statement, photos
help prime related thoughts and images and the resulting ease
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